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10. CLOSED MODEL CATEGORIES
w xQuillen 13 introduced the notion of a closed model category as an
w xaxiomatization of homotopy theory. In 14 he reformulates the axioms,
and we use the version given there for the sake of convenience. In this
 .section, we describe a closed model category structure on Mod kG and
 .  .mod kG , in such a way that the homotopy category Ho Mod kG is
 .  .  .equivalent to StMod kG and Ho mod kG is equivalent to stmod kG .
We begin by describing the fibrations, cofibrations, and weak equiva-
 . w xlences in Mod kG , and then we verify axioms CM1]CM5 of Quillen 14 .
 .The definitions in mod kG are the same, and the verification is essen-
tially the same.
DEFINITION 10.1. Let G be a group and k a commutative ring of
 .coefficients. A module homomorphism M ª N in Mod kG is taken to be
a fibration if it is surjective. It is taken to be a cofibration if it is injective,
 .and the cokernel is cofibrant see Definition 4.1 . It is taken to be a weak
 .equivalence if it passes down to an isomorphism in StMod kG . See
Proposition 8.2 for an explicit description of what this means in module
theoretic terms. A module homomorphism is called a trivial cofibration if
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it is both a cofibration and a weak equivalence. It is called a trivial
fibration if it is both a fibration and a weak equivalence.
 .LEMMA 10.2. A module homomorphism in Mod kG is a tri¨ ial cofibra-
tion if and only if it is injecti¨ e with projecti¨ e cokernel.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.4
 .LEMMA 10.3. A module homomorphism in Mod kG is a tri¨ ial fibration
if and only if it is surjecti¨ e and the kernel has finite projecti¨ e dimension.
Proof. This follows by applying Proposition 8.2 to the kernel and the
zero module.






 .there is a map N ª M9 making both triangles commute, pro¨ided either i i
 .is a cofibration and p is a tri¨ ial fibration or ii i is a tri¨ ial cofibration and p
is a fibration.
 .Proof. i First we treat the special case where M s 0, so that N is
cofibrant. Let X be the pullback of b and p. Then X ª N is surjective.
We write K for the kernel, which is isomorphic to the kernel of p and
hence has finite projective dimension by Lemma 10.3. The lifting property
now follows by applying Lemma 4.5 to the short exact sequence
0 ª K ª X ª M ª 0.
For the general case, we perform the following construction. Let p :
N ª L be the cokernel of i and let X be the pushout of a and i. Then we
have a short exact sequence
0 ª M9 ª X ª L ª 0.
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Let K be the kernel of the map X ª N9 defined by the square, and let K 9
be the kernel of p. Then we have a commutative diagram
0 0
x x p
0 ªK 9 ª M9 ª N9ª 0
5x x





Applying Lemma 4.5 to the sequence
0 ª K 9 ª K ª L ª 0,
we see that it splits. Composing with K ª X, we see that
0 ª M9 ª X ª L ª 0
splits. This gives us a map X ª M9 and hence a map g : N ª M9 satisfying
a s g ( i, so that the upper triangle commutes. The lower triangle need
not commute, but the difference b y p(g vanishes on composition with i.
So it defines a map h: L ª N9 with h(p s b y p(g . Applying the case
 .we proved first with M s 0 and N s L , we obtain a map z : L ª M9
with p(z s h. Set g 9 s g q z (p : N ª M9. Then
g 9( i s g ( i q z (p ( i s a ,
p(g 9 s p(g q p(z (p s b y h(p q h(p s b . .
 .ii This is similar but easier. This time, the cokernel of i is projec-
tive, by Lemma 10.2. Write p : N ª P for this cokernel. Then p splits, so
there are maps h: P ª N, z : N ª M with p (h s Id , z ( i s Id , andP M
i(z q h(p s Id . Since P is projective and p is surjective, there exists aN
map u : P ª M9 such that p(u s b (h. Now set g s a (z q u (p : N ª
M9. Then
g ( i s a (z ( i q u (p ( i s a ,
p(g s p( a (z q p(u (p s b ( i(z q b (h(p s b .
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 10.5 Axiom CM5 . i E¨ery map in Mod kG can be
factored as a cofibration followed by a tri¨ ial fibration.
 .  .ii E¨ery map in Mod kG can be factored as a tri¨ ial cofibration
followed by a fibration.
 .  .Proof. i Let a : M ª N be a module homomorphism in Mod kG .
Choose r large enough so that the map
r mr r mr r
m rId m V a : B m V M ª B m V NB k k
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can be taken to be injective with cofibrant cokernel. Also arrange that the
maps
mr r mr rr : B m V M ª M , r : B m V N ª NM k N k
 .Remark 4.3 are surjective, so that by Proposition 8.2 the kernels K and
K 9 have finite projective dimension. Let X be the pushout of the maps
r
m rId m V a and r . Then M ª X is a cofibration. Using Lemma 4.4, weB M
obtain a map h: X ª N as in the following diagram so that the composite
M ª X ª N is equal to a :
rMmr r6 6 6 60 K B m V M M 0k
6 6






Since r is surjective it follows that h is surjective. Its kernel K 0 fits intoN
a diagram
0 0
6 66 6 6 6
0 K K 9 K 0 0
6 6





Since K and K 9 have finite projective dimension, so does K 0, and so
X ª N is a trivial fibration by Lemma 10.3.
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 .  .ii Let a : M ª N be a module homomorphism in Mod kG . Choose
a projective module P surjecting onto N, and factor a as M ª M [ P ª
N. Here, we have used the zero map from M to P, so that M ª M [ P is
a trivial cofibration by Lemma 10.2, and M [ P ª N is surjective and
hence a fibration.
THEOREM 10.6. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e Noetherian ring
of coefficients. With the abo¨e definitions for the fibrations, cofibrations, and
 .weak equi¨ alences, Mod kG is a closed model category.
w xProof. We check axioms CM1]CM5 of Quillen 14 . The difficult ones,
axioms CM4 and CM5, are proved in Propositions 10.4 and 10.5. The
remaining axioms CM1]CM3 are trivial to verify; for convenience we state
them below.
 .CM1. Mod kG has all finite limits and colimits.
f g
 .CM2. If M ª M ª M are module homomorphisms in Mod kG ,1 2 3
and two of f , g, g ( f are weak equivalences, then so is the third.
A map f : M ª N is said to be a retract of f 9: M9 ª N9 if there are
maps f : M ª M9, f : N ª N9, c : M9 ª M, and c : N9 ª N such that1 2 1 2
f ( f s f 9(f , c ( f 9 s f (c , c (f s Id , and c (f s Id .2 1 2 1 1 1 M 2 2 N
CM3. If f : M ª N is a retract of f 9: M9 ª N9 and f 9 is a fibration
 . resp. cofibration, weak equivalence then f is also a fibration resp.
.cofibration, weak equivalence .
PROPOSITION 10.7. Let G be an LHF-group and k a commutati¨ e
Noetherian ring of coefficients. With the abo¨e definitions of fibration, cofibra-
 .tion, and weak equi¨ alence, mod kG is a closed model category.
 .Proof. All the constructions used in the proof keep us inside mod kG ,
by Remark 8.4.
We now give one of the standard consequences of Theorem 10.6 and
Proposition 10.7.
 .   ..PROPOSITION 10.8. In Mod kG or mod kG , any two of the three
families of fibrations, cofibrations, and weak equi¨ alences determine the third
in the following way:
 .  .i A map is a cofibration resp. tri¨ ial cofibration if and only if it has
 .the left lifting property with respect to all tri¨ ial fibrations resp. fibrations .
 .  .ii A map is a fibration resp. tri¨ ial fibration if and only if it has the
 .right lifting property with respect to all tri¨ ial cofibrations resp. cofibrations .
 .iii A map is a weak equi¨ alence if and only if it may be factored as
f s p( i with i a tri¨ ial cofibration and p a tri¨ ial fibration.
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 .  .Proof. i The axiom CM4 i says that a cofibration has the left lifting
property with respect to all trivial fibrations. Conversely, if a : M ª N has
the left lifting property with respect to all trivial fibrations, then using
 .axiom CM5 i we may write a s pi with i: M ª X a cofibration and p:






we have a map b : N ª X with ba s i and pb s id . So a is a retract ofN
i, and, by axiom CM3, a is a cofibration.
 .The axiom CM4 ii implies that a trivial cofibration has the left lifting
property with respect to all fibrations. Conversely, if a : M ª N has the
left lifting property with respect to all fibrations, then we write a s pi with
i: M ª X a trivial cofibration and p: X ª N a fibration. As before, we
obtain a map b : N ª X with ba s i and pb s id . So f is a retract of i,N
and, by axiom CM3, f is a trivial cofibration.
 .  .  .The proof of ii is dual to the proof of i , and iii follows immediately
from axioms CM2 and CM5.
For any closed model category C , one may form the homotopy category
w xHoC by formally inverting the weak equivalences. Quillen proves in 13
that this category is equivalent to the category p C whose objects are thec f
objects in C which are both cofibrant and fibrant, and where the mor-
phisms are the ``homotopy classes'' of maps in a suitable sense.
 .  .In the case of Mod kG and mod kG , every object is fibrant, so we
 .  .obtain equivalences between Ho Mod kG and p Mod kG and betweenc
 .  .Ho mod kG and p mod kG .c
 .PROPOSITION 10.9. Morphisms in Mod kG are homotopic if and only ifc
they differ by a map with factors through a projecti¨ e module.
I wProof. To prove this, we identify a path object N for a module N 12,
xSect. I.1, Definition 4 . If p : P ª N is a projective kG-module mappingN
onto N, then we may factor the diagonal map N ª N [ N as
Id 0Id NN Id p / .0 N6 6
N N [ P N [ N ,N
where the first map is a trivial cofibration and the second is a fibration.
Two maps f , f 9: M ª N are homotopic if and only if f [ f 9: M ª N [ N
lifts to N [ P . In other words, if and only if there exists a map f [ f :N
M ª N [ P such that f q p (f s f 9, namely, if and only if f y f 9N
factors through p .
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THEOREM 10.10. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e ring of coeffi-
 .  .cients. The ob¨ious functor from Mod kG to StMod kG induces an equi¨ a-
 .  .lence of categories from Ho Mod kG to StMod kG . If G is an LHF-group,
 .  .then the ob¨ious functor from mod kG to stmod kG induces an equi¨ a-
 .  .lence of categories from Ho mod kG to stmod kG .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 10.9 and Lemma 8.5.
11. IDEMPOTENT FUNCTORS
Throughout this section, G is an LHF-group and k is a commutative
Noetherian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension.
 .We construct idempotent functors E and F on StMod kG for eachC C
 .thick subcategory C of stmod kG as described in Section 5 of Rickard
w x15 . This construction is based on a well-known construction in stable
homotopy theory. For the convenience of the reader, we briefly review the
construction and properties here.
 .Let C be a thick subcategory of stmod kG . In other words, C is a
triangulated subcategory which is closed under taking direct summands.
[  .We define C to be the smallest thick subcategory of StMod kG contain-
wing C and closed under countable direct sums. Again, if k is a field of
 .coefficients and StMod kG is defined without the countability hypothesis,
[ xwe define C in the same way with respect to arbitrary direct sums. We
ª  .define C to be the full subcategory of StMod kG whose objects are
 . ªfiltered colimits in Mod kG of modules in C. It is easy to check that C
is thick, and so C[ is contined in C ª . If M is in C ª the any map from a
 .  .module in stmod kG to M factors in StMod kG through a module in C.
[  .Lemma 11.1. C s C l stmod kG .
[  .Proof. If N is a module in C l stmod kG then certainly N is in
C ª , and so the identity map on N factors through a module in C , say
N ª M ª N. By Proposition 8.2, this gives us a module isomorphism for
some r G 0
V r M [ P ( V r N [ Q, .  .
where P is projective, but Q need not be. Since M and N are in
 . r . r .stmod kG , we may assume that V M and V N are finitely generated.
r . r .So V N is isomorphic to a direct summand of V M [ P9 for some
finitely generated projective module P9. Finally, this implies that N is
mr r .  .isomorphic in stmod kG to a direct summand of B m V M . Since C
is closed under the translation t and under taking direct summands, the
lemma is proved.
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 .Let M be a module in StMod kG . We inductively construct a sequence
of modules M s M , M , . . . as follows. Evaluation gives a homomorphism0 1
 . from the direct sum of the modules C m Hom C , M where C runsi k k G i n i
over a complete set of representatives of isomorphism classes of modules
.  .in C to M which we complete to a distinguished triangle in StMod kGn c
to define M :nq1
C m Hom C , M ª M ª M ª . . .[ i k k G i n n nq1
i
Using Lemma 8.5, we see that, for a module C in C , every morphism
 .  .C ª M in StMod kG lifts to Mod kG , and then factors through then c
left-hand term in this triangle, and so the composite C ª M ª M isn nq1
zero.
Each M comes equipped with a map M ª M , which we complete to an n
 .distinguished triangle A ª M ª M ª in StMod kG . The homotopyn n
colimit of these triangles gives us a distinguished triangle
E M ª M ª F M ª .  .C C
which is used as the definition of E and F .C C
 .If C is any module in C then any map C ª F M factors throughC
 .some M , and then the composite with M ª M is zero. So F M isn n nq1 C
C-local, in the sense that there are no nonzero maps to it from any module
in C.
It is not hard to prove from the construction, that each A , and hencen
 . [  .also the module E M , is in C . The map E M ª M is universalC C
among maps to M from modules in C[, because if C is in C[ then$0  .applying Ext C, ] to the above triangle gives an isomorphismk G
$ $0 0Ext C , E M ( Ext C , M . .  . .k G C k G
 .Similarly, the map M ª F M is universal among maps from M to aC $0  .C-local object, because if L is C-local then applying Ext ], L to thek G
above triangle gives an isomorphism
$ $0 0Ext F M , L ( Ext M , L . .  . .k G C k G
 .Since these observations are formal consequences of the facts that E MC
[  .is in C and F M is C-local, it follows that any other triangle with MC
as its middle term and whose left and right terms have these properties is
isomorphic to the triangle above. In particular, the result of the construc-
 .tion does not depend up to isomorphism on the choices made. This
 .implies that E and F can be regarded as functors on StMod kG . WeC C
refer to this uniqueness statement as Rickard's characterization of this
triangle.
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 .PROPOSITION 11.2. Let C be a thick subcategory of stmod kG and let
 .M be a module in StMod kG . Then
 .i The following are equi¨ alent:
 . [a M is in C .
 .  .  .b E M ª M is an isomorphism in StMod kG .C
 .  .  .c F M ( 0 in StMod kG .C
 .ii The following are equi¨ alent:
 .a M is C-local.
 .  .  .b E M ( 0 in StMod kG .C
 .  .  .c M ª F M is an isomorphism in StMod kG .C
 .If C F C 9 are thick subcategories of stmod kG , there are induced
natural transformations E ª E and F ª F which induce a map ofC C 9 C C 9
triangles
6 6 6 .  .E M M F M
6 6 6
C C
6 6 6 .  .E M M F MC 9 C 9
 .for any object M in StMod kG .
 .PROPOSITION 11.3. Let C F C 9 be thick subcategories of stmod kG .
Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .i E M ª E M is an isomorphism for all M in StMod kG .C C 9
 .  .  .  .ii F M ª F M is an isomorphism for all M in StMod kG .C C 9
 .iii C s C 9.
 . [  .[iv C s C 9 .
 .v M is C-local if and only if M is C 9-local.
 .  .Proof. Equivalence of i and ii follows from one of the axioms for a
 .  .triangulated category which is really the five lemma . Clearly iii implies
 .  .  .  .  .  .i and ii . By Proposition 11.2, i implies iv , and ii is equivalent to v .
[  .  .  .Since C s C l stmod kG , iv implies iii .
 .  .12. GENERATING stmod kG AND StMod kG
Throughout this section, G is an LHF-group and k is a commutative
Noetherian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension. We apply the
idempotent functor approach and Theorem 7.6 to deduce information
 .  .about generation of the categories stmod kG and StMod kG .
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 .THEOREM 12.1. Let C be the thick subcategory of stmod kG generated
by the modules induced from finitely generated modules for finite elementary
 . [abelian subgroups of G. Then C is equal to stmod kG and C is equal to
 .StMod kG .
 .  .Proof. We have C F stmod kG . If M is in StMod kG and is C-local,
then by Theorem 7.6, M x has finite projective dimension for every finiteG
 .subgroup G F G. So, by Proposition 3.2, M is stmod kG -local. Now
 .applying Proposition 11.3, we deduce that C s stmod kG .
 .  .  .If M is in StMod kG then F M is C-local, and so F M x hasC C G
finite projective dimension for every finite subgroup G F G. Applying
 .Theorem 5.7, we deduce that F M has finite projective dimension, soC
 .that it is isomorphic to the zero object in StMod kG . We now apply
[ [  .Proposition 11.2 to deduce that M is in C , so that C s StMod kG .
 .Remarks 12.2. i As elsewhere in this paper, in the case where k is a
field, we may apply this theorem with the alternative definition of
 .  .StMod kG using all not necessarily countably presented modules M
such that B m M has finite projective dimension. In this case, in thek
[  .definition of C we use arbitrary not necessarily countable direct sums.
 .ii If k is a field of characteristic p and E is a finite elementary
abelian p-group then the only simple kE-module is the trivial module k. It
follows that k generates the category of all finitely generated kE-modules,
and so the only module we need induce in the above theorem is the trivial
 .module. It follows that in this case, stmod kG is generated by permuta-
tion modules on the cosets of finite elementary abelian p-subgroups.
It is worth separating out the various parts of this theorem and stripping
them of their categorical trimmings.
THEOREM 12.3. Let E be the smallest collection of kG-modules satisfying:
 .i If E is a finite elementary abelian subgroup of G and N is a finitely
generated kE-module then N ­E is in E.
 .ii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is a surjecti¨ e kG-module1 2 1 2
 .homomorphism then Ker f is in E.
 .iii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is an injecti¨ e kG-module1 2 1 2
 .homomorphism then Coker f is in E.
 .iv M [ M is in E if and only if M and M are in E.1 2 1 2
Then E consists precisely of the kG-modules of type FP .`
 .Proof. Since the modules described in i have type FP , and the`
 .  .  .operations described in ii , iii , and iv preserve the FP property, every`
module in E has type FP .`
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 .Condition i implies that every finitely generated free module is in E ,
 .so by condition iv , every finitely generated projective module is in E.
 .  .Therefore, by ii , if M is in E then so is V M . Since k has finite global
dimension, we may apply Corollary 5.3 to see that for M in E , some
r .V M has a complete resolution which splits on tensoring with B.
 .Let C be the full subcategory of stmod kG consisting of modules
 .which are isomorphic in stmod kG to modules in the collection E. Then
the above remarks show that C is thick, so it must be equal to the thick
 .subcategory of stmod kG generated by the modules induced from finitely
generated modules for finite elementary abelian subgroups of G. So, by
 .Theorem 12.1, C s stmod kG .
Finally, we apply Proposition 8.2 to deduce that, for any module M of
r .type FP , some V M is in E and so M is in E.`
Following an unpublished idea of Carlson for the finite case, we can
reword this as follows.
COROLLARY 12.4. Let M be a kG-module of type FP . Then there exists an`
r integer r G 0 and a kG-module N of type FP such that V M [ N in`
 ..mod kG has a finite filtration
0 s M : M : ??? : M s V rM [ N0 1 n
  ..with each M rM isomorphic again in mod kG to a module inducedi iy1
from a finitely generated module for a finite elementary abelian subgroup of G.
Proof. By the theorem, it suffices to show that the full subcategory C
 .of stmod kG whose objects are the modules satisfying the above condi-
tion is thick.
 .First, by Proposition 8.2, every object isomorphic in stmod kG to an
object in C is itself in C. Second, if M is in C then so are B m M andk
 .V k m M, so C is closed under the translation functor t and its inverse.k
If 0 ª M ª M9 ª M0 ª 0 is a short exact sequence with M and M0 in
C then M9 is obviously in C. By rotating triangles and using closure under
t and ty1, this shows that C is triangle closed. It is clearly closed under
taking direct summands, so it is thick.
THEOREM 12.5. Let E[ be the smallest collection of kG-modules satisfy-
ing:
 .i If E is a finite elementary abelian subgroup of G and N is a finitely
generated kE-module then N ­G is in E[.
 . [ii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is a surjecti¨ e1 2 1 2
 . [kG-module homomorphism then Ker f is in E .
 . [iii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is an injecti¨ e1 2 1 2
 . [kG-module homomorphism then Coker f is in E .
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 . [iv A finite or countable direct sum [ M is in E if and only if eachii
M is in E[.i
Then E[ consists precisely of the countably presented kG-modules M such
that B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimension.k
THEOREM 12.6. Let G be an LHF-group and k be a field of coefficients.
Let E[ be the smallest condition of kG-modules satisfying:
 .i If E is a finite elementary abelian subgroup of G and N is a finitely
generated kE-module then N ­G is in E[.
 .ii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is a surjecti¨ e kG-module1 2 1 2
 . [homomorphism then Ker f is in E .
 . [iii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is an injecti¨ e1 2 1 2
 . [kG-module homomorphism then Coker f is in E .
 . [iv An arbitrary direct sum [ M is in E if and only if each M is ini ii
E[.
Then E[ consists precisely of the kG-modules M such that B m M hask
finite projecti¨ e dimension.
13. NILPOTENCE
In this section, we give an application of the theorems of the last section
to composites of homomorphisms. This section is based on an unpublished
idea of Carlson in the case where G is finite. We begin by defining the
notion of the level of a module.
Let G be an LHF-group and let k be a commutative Noetherian ring of
coefficients of finite global dimension. We say that a module M in
 .StMod kG has level zero if it has finite projective dimension. We way that
it has level 1 if it does not have level zero, but it is isomorphic in
 .StMod kG to a direct summand of a module induced from a finite
elementary abelian subgroup of G. Inductively, if M fits into a distin-
guished triangle
M9 ª M ª M0 ª ,
where M9 has level 1 and M0 has level n y 1, and M does not have level
strictly less than n, then we say that it has level n. If M does not have level
n for any integer n G 0, we say that M has level `.
Corollary 12.4 may be interpreted as giving sufficient conditions for a
kG-module to have some finite level.
LEMMA 13.1. Let G F G9 be groups, and let k be a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. Let M be a kG-module and N be a kG9-module. If a kG-module
homomorphism a : N ­G ª M on restriction to G9 factors through a projec-
ti¨ e kG9-module then a factors through a projecti¨ e kG-module.
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Proof. Denote by i: N ª N ­Gx the natural homomorphism of kG9-G9
 .modules given by i x s 1 m x. Then the image of a under the isomor-
phism
Hom N ­G , M ( Hom N , M x . .k G k G9 G9
is the composite
<ai G9Ga 9: N ª N ­x ª M x .G9 G9
<So if a factors through a projective kG9-module P then so does a 9, andG9
Gso a factors through P ­ .
$r  .DEFINITION 13.2. An element u g Ext M, M is said to be nilpotentk G$nr  .if some composite u ( ??? (u g Ext M, M is zero.k G$r  .An element f g Ext M, N is said to be tensor nilpotent if somek G
tensor power
$ n nn nrm f g Ext m M , m N .  .k G
is zero.
THEOREM 13.3. Let G be an LHF-group and k a commutati¨ e Noethe-
rian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension. Let M be a module in
 .StMod kG of le¨el n.
 .i Suppose we are gi¨ en a sequence of kG-modules
M s M , M , . . . , M s N0 1 n
$t i  .  .  .and elements u g Ext M , M 0 F i - n, t g Z such that res ui k G i iq1 i G, E i$t i  .is equal to the zero element of Ext M x , M x for all finite elementaryk E i E iq1 E
abelian subgroups E F G. Then the Yoneda composite
$t q ? ? ? qt0 ny1u ( ??? (u (u g Ext M , N .ny1 1 0 k G
is zero.
$t .  .ii If u g Ext M, M restricts to a nilpotent element on each finitek G
elementary abelian subgroup of G, then u is nilpotent.
$r .  .iii If f g Ext M, N restricts to a tensor nilpotent element ofk G$r  .Ext M x , N x for e¨ery finite elementary abelian subgroup E F G thenk E E E
f is tensor nilpotent.
 .Proof. i Choose a distinguished triangle
ba
M9 ª M ª M0 ª
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such that M9 has level 1 and M0 has level n y 1. Choose r G 0 so that
V rM0 is a direct summand of a module induced from an elementary
abelian subgroup E F G, and also so that u is represented by a homo-0
Ã t0qr rmorphism u : V M ª V M whose restriction to E factors through a0 0 1
Ã t0qr  .projective module. Then, by Lemma 13.1, u (V a factors through a0 $t0  .projective kG-module, and hence u ( a s 0 in Ext M9, M . It follows0 k G 1
from the long exact sequence in the first variable that there exists an$tX X X0  .element u g Ext M0, M such that u ( b s u . The map u (u re-0 k G 1 0 0 1 0$t qt0 1 .stricts to zero in Ext M0x , M x for every elementary abeliank E E 2 E
subgroup E F G. So, by induction on n, the composite
$t q ? ? ? qtX 0 ny1u ( ??? (u ( u (u g Ext M0 , N .  .ny1 2 1 0 k G
is zero. Composing with b , we see that u ( ??? (u is zero inny1 0$U  .Ext M, N .k G
 .ii In the above analysis, it was only necessary to assume that u i
restricted to zero on the finite elementary abelian subgroups from which
modules were induced to build up M. There are only a finite number of$t  .such subgroups. So if u g Ext M, M is nilpotent on restriction to eachk G
of these subgroups, then we can replace u by a power of u to make it zero
 .on each such subgroup. So it follows from i that u is nilpotent.
 .iii Replace f by a tensor power of f to make it zero on restriction
to each of the finite elementary abelian subgroups from which modules
n .were induced to build up M. Then m f can be written as a composite
mn f s f m mny1 Id ( Id m f m mny2 Id .  .  . /  /M N M
( ??? ( mny1 Id m f . . /N
n .  .Applying i , we find that m f s 0.
COROLLARY 13.4. Let G be an LHF-group, let k be a commutati¨ e
Noetherian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension, and let M be a
kG-module of type FP . Then there exists an integer n such that the conclusion`
of Theorem 13.3 holds.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 13.3 and Corollary 12.4.
14. COMPLEXITY
The following theorem, together with Kropholler's theorem Theorem
.3.3 , provide the motivation for our definition of complexity for a module
of type FP for an LHF-group. We begin by remarking that we use the`
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definition of complexity for an infinitely generated module for a finite
w xgroup given by Benson, Carlson, and Rickard 5 .
THEOREM 14.1. Let G be an LHF-group, let k be a field of coefficients,
and let M be a kG-module of type FP . Then there is an upper bound on the`
complexities of the restrictions of M to finite subgroups of G.
 .Proof. Let C be the full subcategory of stmod kG consisting of then
modules M such that the restriction to each finite subgroup has complex-
ity at most n. Let C be the full subcategory consisting of the modules`
which are in C for some n G 0. Then C and C are thick subcategoriesn n `
 .  .of stmod kG . By Theorem 12.1, stmod kG is generated by modules
 .which are in some C . So we have C s stmod kG .n `
DEFINITION 14.2. Let G be an LHF-group and k be a field of coeffi-
cients, and let M be a kG-module of type FP . We define the complexity`
 .c M to be the maximum complexity of a restriction M x to a finiteG G
subgroup G of G.
PROPOSITION 14.3. Let G be an LHF-group and k be a field of coeffi-
cients. Then a kG-module M has complexity zero if and only if it has finite
projecti¨ e dimension.
 .Proof. This follows from Kropholler's theorem Theorem 3.3 , and
w xCorollary 5.6 of 5 .
w xThe following is the analog of the Alperin]Evens theorem 1 in this
context.
THEOREM 14.4. Let G be an LHF-group, let k be a field of coefficients,
and let M be a K G-module of type FP . Then`
c M s max c M x . .  .G E E
EFG
Here, E runs o¨er the finite elementary abelian p-subgroups of G.
w xProof. This follows immediately from Theorem 9.2 of 5 .
15. VARIETIES FOR MODULES
If G is a finite group and k is an algebraically closed field of character-
w xistic p, then a theorem of Quillen 12 describes the maximal ideal
spectrum of the cohomology ring. Writing V for this variety, Quillen'sG
theorem states that at the level of topological spaces, V is the colimit ofG
the varieties V as E runs over the category A whose objects are theE G
elementary abelian p-subgroups of G and whose morphisms are generated
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by the conjugations and inclusions. Furthermore, V is related to the rankE
r  . 2 .variety V s J kE rJ kE by a Frobenius twist, which is again an isomor-E
phism at the level of topological spaces.
For a finitely generated kG-module M, there is an associated closed
 .homogeneous subvariety V M whose dimension is equal to the complex-G
w xity of M. Expositions of this theory can be found in Benson 3 and Evens
w x10 . For infinitely generated modules, a corresponding theory was recently
w xdeveloped by Benson, Carlson, and Rickard 6 . Instead of a single variety,
 .associated to an infinitely generated module is a collection V M ofG
closed homogeneous irreducible subvarieties of V . Again, the maximumG
 .dimension of an element of V M is equal to the complexity of M.G
In this section, we develop the corresponding theory for an LHF-group
G. Our definition of the ambient rank variety V r is somewhat ad hoc. WeG
define it as a colimit over the Quillen category. We associate with each
 . r .module M in Mod kG a collection V M of closed homogeneousG
 .irreducible subvarieties of V . If M is in mod kG , there is an upperG
r .bound to the dimensions of the varieties in V M . In fact, in this caseG
r .V M is supported on some finite set of finite elementary abelianG
r .p-subgroups. The largest dimension of an element of V M is equal toG
the complexity of M.
Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p. For the purpose of this section, we use the version of
 .  .Mod kG in which we take all not necessarily countably presented
modules M such that B m M has finite projective dimension. The advan-k
 .tage of this is that if M is in Mod kG and N is any kG-module then
 .M m N is in Mod kG .k
 .We define the Quillen category A G to have as its objects the finitep
elementary abelian p-subgroups E F G. The arrows from E to E9 are the
 .injective group homomorphisms induced by conjugations in G.
 .If E is a finite elementary abelian p-group, we write J kE for the
r  . 2 .radical of the group algebra, and we set V s J kE rJ kE . This is anE
affine space whose dimension is equal to the p-rank of E, topologized with
the Zariski topology. An injective group homomorphism r : E ª E9 in-
duces an injective map of affine spaces r#: V r ª V r .E E9
We define
r rV s lim VG E6
 .EgA Gp
as a topological space. In other words, a point in V r is an equivalence classG
of pairs consisting of a finite elementary abelian p-subgroup E and a point
r  .  .x g V . The equivalence relation is generated by setting E, x ; E9, x9E
 .  .when there is a morphism r : E ª E9 in A G with r# x s x9.p
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We topologize V r as follows. For each finite elementary abelian p-sub-G
r r r group E F G, we have a map V ª V . A subset of V is open respec-E G G
. r tively, closed if and only if its preimage in each V is open respectively,E
.closed . In general, there need be no upper bound to the ranks of the
finite elementary abelian p-subgroups of G, and so V r is not necessarily aG
variety in the usual sense. But since the image of each V r ª V r can beE G
r viewed as an affine variety, we can view V as an ind-object this concept isG
w xdual to pro-objects as described in Artin and Mazur 2, Appendix in the
category of affine varieties over k.
 .If M is a module in Mod kG , then for each finite elementary abelian
r .p-subgroup E of G we have a collection V M x of closed subvarietiesE E
r w xof V as defined in 6 . If r : E ª E9 is a morphism in A then the imageE G
r . r  .of V M x is equal to the set of those elements of V M x which lieE E E9 E9
r r r .in the image of r#: V ª V . So we define V M to be the union overE E9 G
all finite elementary abelian p-subgroups E F G of the collection of
r .closed homogeneous subsets obtained by taking the image of V M xE E
under the map V r ª V r.E G
For a finite elementary abelian p-group E and a kE-module N, we have
r . r  ..V N s V V N . So it follows from Proposition 8.2 that if M and M9E E
 . r . r .are isomorphic in StMod kG then V M s V M9 .G G
THEOREM 15.1. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically
 . r .closed field of characteristic p. For a module M in Mod kG , V M s BG
if and only if M has finite projecti¨ e dimension.
Proof. If M has finite projective dimension then M is isomorphic to
 . r .the zero module in StMod kG , and so V M s B. Conversely, ifG
r .V M s B then the restriction of M to every finite elementary abelianG
w xp-subgroup E F G is projective by Corollary 5.6 of 6 . By Chouinard's
w xtheorem 9 , the restriction of M to every finite subgroup G F G is
projective. So by Theorem 5.7, M has finite projective dimension.
THEOREM 15.2. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically
 . r .closed field of characteristic p. For a module M in mod kG , V M s BG
if and only if M has finite projecti¨ e dimension.
Proof. This follows in the same way using Theorem 3.3 instead of
Theorem 5.7.
THEOREM 15.3. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p. For a kG-module M of type FP , the maximum`
r .  .dimension of an element of V M is equal to c M .G G
r .Proof. Since V M is defined in terms of restrictions to finite elemen-G
tary abelian p-subgroups, by Theorem 14.4 it suffices to prove this state-
ment for G s E a finite elementary abelian p-group. In this context, the
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w x w xresult belongs to 6 but does not in fact appear there. Corollary 7.7 of 5
does not suffice in this context, because this uses the definition of variety
w xof a module made obsolete by 6 . However, it is not hard to deduce the
w xstatement we want from Proposition 9.1 of 5 .
LEMMA 15.4. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p. If r : E ª G is the inclusion of a finite elementary
abelian p-subgroup E F G, then for any kE-module M we ha¨e
V r M ­G s r# V r M . . . .G E
Proof. This follows easily from the definitions and the Mackey decom-
position theorem.
LEMMA 15.5. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p. If M , a g I, is a collection of kG-modules thena
V r M s V r M . .[ DG a G a /
agI agI
Proof. Restricting to a finite elementary abelian p-subgroup E F G,
then extending the field and restricting to a cyclic shifted subgroup, the
direct sum is projective if and only if all the summands are projective.
PROPOSITION 15.6. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p. Gi¨ en any collection V of nonempty closed
r homogeneous irreducible sub¨arieties V : V each contained in the image ofG
some r#: V r ª V r , where r : E ª G is the inclusion of a finite elementaryE G
.  .abelian p-subgroup E F G , there exists a module M in Mod kG with
V r M s V . .G
 4Proof. First suppose that V s V with V in the image of r#: E ª G.
 .Let V s r# V with V a nonempty closed homogeneous irreducible0 0
r  .subvariety of V . Let V be the maximal ideal spectrum of H* E, k , andE E
let b U : V ª V r be the semilinear isogeny of affine varieties induced byE E
 w x.  U .y1 .the Bockstein homomorphism cf. 6, Sect. 6 . Then V s b V is a1 0
nonempty closed homogeneous irreducible subvariety of V , and we setE
 . G  . w xM s k V ­ , where k V is the module defined in 6, Sect. 8 . By1 1
w x r  ..  4Corollary 9.2 of 6 , we have V k V s V , and so by Lemma 15.4 weE 1 0
r .  4have V M s V .G
For an arbitrary collection V , we take the direct sum of the correspond-
ing collection of modules produced as above, and use Lemma 15.5.
LEMMA 15.7. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p. If
M ª M ª M ª1 2 3
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 .  4  4is a distinguished triangle in StMod kG , and then for i, j, k s 1, 2, 3 we
ha¨e
V r M : V r M j V r M . .  . .G i G j G k
 .  .  .In particular, the two largest of c M , c M , and c M are equal.G 1 G 2 G 3
Proof. Restricting the triangle to a finite elementary abelian p-sub-
group E F G, then extending the field and restricting to a cyclic shifted
subgroup, either all three modules are projective or at most one of them is.
THEOREM 15.8. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p. If M is a kG-module of type FP then there is a`
finite collection A of finite elementary abelian p-subgroups E F G such that
r . r reach element of V M is in the image of V ª V for some E g A.G E G
Proof. For any collection A of finite elementary abelian p-subgroups
 .E F G, we denote by C the thick subcategory of stmod kG generated byA
modules induced from finitely generated modules for subgroups E g A. It
 .follows from Theorem 12.1 that stmod kG is generated by modules each
 4of which lies in C with A s E for some finite elementary abelianA
p-subgroup E F G. So every module of type FP lies in C for some finite` A
collection A. The theorem now follows by applying Lemmas 15.4 and 15.7.
THEOREM 15.9. Let G be an LHF-group and let k be an algebraically
 .closed field of characteristic p. If M and N are kG-modules in Mod kG then
V r M m N s V r M l V r N . .  .  .G k G G
 .Proof. First, we note that Mod kG is closed under taking tensor
products in fact, it is even closed under tensor products with arbitrary
. r .kG-modules , and the theorem makes sense. Since V M is defined inG
terms of restrictions to finite elementary abelian p-subgroups E of G, the
w xtheorem follows from Corollary 7.5 of 6 .
 .16. THE THICK SUBCATEGORIES C V
Throughout this section, let G be an LHF-group and k an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p. Let V be a collection of nonempty closed
r  .homogeneous irreducible subvarieties of V . Then we write C V for theG
 .full subcategory of stmod kG whose objects are the kG-modules M
r .  .satisfying V M : V . It is easy to see, using Lemma 15.7, that C V isG
 .a thick subcategory of stmod kG .
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For example, we denote by V the collection of all nonempty closedc
homogeneous irreducible subvarieties of V r of dimension at most c. ThenG
 .by Theorem 15.3, C V is exactly the thick subcategory of kG-modules inc
 .stmod kG which have complexity at most c.
THEOREM 16.1. Suppose that V is a collection of nonempty closed
homogeneous irreducible sub¨arieties of V r , and that V is closed underG
 .specialization i.e., if V g V and W : V then W g V .
 .i If r : E ª G is the inclusion of a finite elementary abelian p-sub-
group E F G, and N is a finitely generated kE-module with
r# V r N g V , . .E
G  .then N ­ is in C V .
 .  .ii The thick subcategory of stmod kG generated by these induced
 .modules is equal to C V .
 .  .iii The following are equi¨ alent for a module M in StMod kG :
 .  .a M is C V -local.
 . r .b V M l V s B.G$0 .  .  .c Ext N, M x s 0 for each module N described in i .k G E$0 G G .  .  .d Ext N ­ , M s 0 for each module N ­ described in i .k G
 .  .[iv The subcategory C V consists precisely of those modules M in
 . r .StMod kG satisfying V M : V .G
 .Proof. Since V is closed under specialization, part i follows from
Lemma 15.4 and the fact that, for a finitely generated kE-module M,
r .V M is equal to the collection of nonempty closed homogeneous irre-E
r .  .  .ducible subvarieties of V M . We prove parts ii and iii simultaneouslyE
 .  .as follows. Let C 9 V be the thick subcategory of stmod kG generated
 .  .  .by these induced modules. By i , we have C 9 V : C V . We add a fifth
 .condition to iii :
 .  .e M is C 9 V -local.
 .  .If we can prove that a ] e are equivalent, then by Proposition 11.3 the
 .  .  .equivalence of a and e proves ii .
 .  .  .  .The implication a « e follows from the fact that C 9 V F C V .
 .  .  .The implication e « d follows from the definition of C 9 V -local.
 .  .The implication d « c follows from Corollary 5.11.
 .  . r .To prove the implication c « b , suppose that V g V M l V .G
Since V is irreducible, it is in the image of r#: V r ª V r for some finiteE G
 .elementary abelian p-subgroup E F G. So we can write V s r# V for0
some nonempty closed homogeneous irreducible subvariety V g0
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r .  .  .  w x.V M x . Write V s b * V for V : V k see 6, Sect. 6 , and letE E 0 1 1 E
 .  . w xE V and F V be the idempotent modules described in 15, Sect. 6 and1 1
w x6, Sect. 8 . Then there is a distinguished triangle
E V m M x ª M x ª F V m M x ª . .  .1 k E E 1 k E
r  ..  r < 4 w x Since V F V s V g V V ­ V 6, Corollary 9.2 we have usingE 1 E 0
w x.Corollary 7.5 of 6
V r M x ­ V r F V m M x . .  . .E E E 1 k E
 .It follows that the map E V m M ª M does not factor through a1 k
projective since otherwise M x would be isomorphic to a direct sum-E $0 . .   . .mand of F V m M x , and so Ext E V m M x , M x / 0. Fur-1 k E 1 k E Ek E
 .thermore, E V m M x is a filtered colimit of finitely generated mod-1 k E
ules whose rank variety is contained in V . So some finitely generated0$0  .module N in that filtered system satisfies Ext N, M x / 0.k E E
 .  .  .  .[Finally, we prove the implication b « a . Since E M is in C V ,C V .
r  ..  .  .we have V E M : V . Since we already know that a « b , andG C V .
 .  . r  ..F M is C V -local, we have V F M l V s B. Thus, byC V . G C V .
 .  .Theorem 15.1, E M is isomorphic to the zero object in StMod kG .C V .
 .  .So, by Proposition 11.2 ii , M is C V -local.
 .  .[ r .To prove iv , if M is in C V then clearly V M : V . Conversely,G
r .  .suppose that V M : V . Then, by construction, F M is a filteredG C V .
r . r  ..colimit of modules M with V M : V , and so V F M : V .a G a G C V .
 .  .  .On the other hand, F M is C V -local, so by iii we haveC V .
r  .. r  ..V F M l V s B. Thus V F M s B, and so, by TheoremG C V . G C V .
 .15.1, F M has finite projective dimension, or in other words it isC V .
 .  .isomorphic to the zero module in StMod kG . Applying Proposition 11.2 i ,
[ .we deduce that M is in C V .
THEOREM 16.2. Suppose that V is a collection of nonempty closed
homogeneous irreducible sub¨arieties of V r and that V is closed underG
specialization. Let E be the smallest collection of kG-modules satisfying:
 .i If E is a finite elementary abelian p-subgroup of G, V is a closed
r  . homogeneous irreducible sub¨ariety of V such that r# V g V where r :E
.E ª G is the inclusion and N is a finitely generated kE-module such that
r . GV N s V, then N ­ is in E.E
 .ii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is a surjecti¨ e kG-module1 2 1 2
 .homomorphism then Ker f is in E.
 .iii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is an injecti¨ e kG-module1 2 1 2
 .homomorphism then Coker f is in E.
 .iv M [ M is in E if and only if both M and M are in E.1 2 1 2
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Then E consists precisely of the kG-modules M of type FP such that`
r .V M : V .G
Proof. This follows from Theorem 16.1 in the same way as Theorem
12.3 follows from Theorem 12.1.
This allows us to formulate the following strengthening of Corollary
12.4.
COROLLARY 16.3. Let M be a kG-module of type FP . Then there exists an`
r integer r G 0 and a kG-module N of type FP such that V M [ N in`
 ..mod kG has a finite filtration
0 s M : M : ??? : M s V rM [ N0 1 n
  .. Gwith each M rM isomorphic again in mod kG to a module N ­i iy1
induced from a finitely generated module N for a finite elementary abelian
 r .. r . p-subgroup of G, such that r# V N g V M where r : E ª G is theE E
.inclusion .
THEOREM 16.4. Suppose that V is a collection of nonempty closed
homogeneous irreducible sub¨arieties of V r and that V is closed underG
specialization. Let E[ be the smallest collection of kG-modules satisfying:
 .i If E is a finite elementary abelian subgroup of G, W is a collection
r  .of closed homogeneous irreducible sub¨arieties of V such that r# W : VE
 .where r : E ª G is the inclusion , and N is a finitely generated kE-module
r . E [such that V N s W , then N ­ is in E .E
 . [ii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is a surjecti¨ e1 2 1 2
 . [kG-module homomorphism then Ker f is in E .
 . [iii If M and M are in E and f : M ª M is an injecti¨ e1 2 1 2
 . [kG-module homomorphism then Coker f is in E .
 . [iv An arbitrary direct sum [ M is in E if and only if each M is ini ii
E[.
Then E[ consists precisely of the kG-modules M such that B m M hask
r .finite projecti¨ e dimension, and such that V M : V .G
 .COROLLARY 16.5. The category C V of modules of complexity at most cc
 .is equal to the thick subcategory of stmod kG generated by the modules of
the form N ­G, as N runs o¨er the finitely generated kE-modules of complexity
at most c and E runs o¨er the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G.
 .Proof. This follows by applying part i of Theorem 16.1 to the collec-
tion V s V .c
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An interesting consequence of this corollary concerns a possible general-
ization of the original definition of complexity for finitely generated
 .modules for finite groups. If M is a kG-module of type FP , write a M` n
n .for the minimum number of generators for any candidate for V M as a
 .kG-module. It follows from Corollary 16.5 that a M is bounded by an
 .polynomial in n of degree one less than the complexity c M . For finiteG
groups this is known to be the best possible bound. However, even for
finitely generated abelian groups, this turns out to be false. An example
can be found in the next section.
There remains the question of whether the Poincare seriesÂ
`
np t s a M t .  .M n
ns0
is the power series expansion of a rational function of t, as is the case
when G is finite. The best we can say is that if M does not have finite
 .projective dimension then a M is sandwiched between 1 and somen
positive multiple of ncy1, and so
1rnlim sup a M s 1 .n
nª`
 .so that p t defines an analytic function of t around t s 0 with radius ofM
convergence equal to 1.
THEOREM 16.6. Suppose that V is a collection of nonempty closed
homogeneous irreducible sub¨arieties of V r and that V is closed underG
specialization. Suppose that M and N are kG-modules such that B m M andk
r . r .B m N ha¨e finite projecti¨ e dimension, and that V M : V and V Nk G G$i  .l V s B. Then Ext M, N s 0 for all i g Z.k G
Proof. If M is induced from a finitely generated module M for a finite0
 r .. elementary abelian p-subgroup E F G with p# V M g V r : E ª GE 0
.  .the inclusion then using Corollary 5.11 ii we have
$ $i i GExt M , N ( Ext M ­ , N .  .k G k G 0
$i( Ext M , N x .k E 0 E
Ã i( H E, Hom M , N x . .k 0 E
Ã i( H E, Hom M , k m N x . . .k 0 k E
Since
V r Hom M , k m N x s V r Hom M , k l V r N x .  .  . .  .E k 0 k E E k 0 E E
s V r M l V r N x s B, .  .E 0 E E
 . w xHom M , k m N x is projective by Corollary 7.5 of 6 and sok 0 k E$i  .Ext M, N s 0.k G
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17. CONNECTEDNESS
In this section, we generalize to the context of LHF-groups a theorem
w xof Carlson 8 for finite groups. Namely, he proves in that paper that the
 .variety V M of a finitely generated indecomposable module M for aG
 .finite group G over an algebraically closed field is projectively connected.
For an LHF-group G, it is not enough for the module M just to be
indecomposable. It must be stably indecomposable in the sense that it does
 .not decompose nontrivially in StMod kG . By Proposition 8.2, this is the
n .  .same as saying that no V M decomposes in Mod kG as a direct sum of
two nonprojective modules. A more precise statement is given in the
following theorem.
THEOREM 17.1. Let G be an LHF-group, and let k be an algebraically
closed field of coefficients of characteristic p. Let V and V be closed1 2
r  4homogeneous sub¨arieties of V satisfying V l V s 0 . Suppose that M is aG 1 2
kG-module such that B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimension, and such thatk
r .e¨ery element of V M is in either V or V . Then M is isomorphic inG 1 2
 .StMod kG to a direct sum M [ M in such a way that e¨ery element of1 2
r . r .V M lies in V and e¨ery element of V M lies in V . Equi¨ alently, forG 1 1 G 2 2
n .some n G 0, V M plus a projecti¨ e module has such a direct sum decom-
 .position in Mod kG .
Proof. Let V be the collection of closed homogeneous irreducible1
subvarieties of V , V that of V , and V s V j V . Let E[, E[, and1 2 2 1 2 1 2
E[ be the corresponding collections of kG-modules, as described in
Ä[Theorem 16.4. Let E be the collection of modules of the form M [ M1 2
[ [ Ä[ [with M in E and M in E . It is clear that E : E , and we must1 1 2 2
Ä[prove equality. This amounts to showing that E satisfies conditions
 .  .i ] iv of Theorem 16.4 with respect to the collection V .
Ä[ .To prove that condition i is satisfied by E amounts to proving the
theorem in the case of a finite elementary abelian p-group. In this case,
w xthe theorem follows from Corollary 8.2 of Rickard 15 .
 . X XTo prove that condition ii holds, let f : M [ M ª M [ M be a1 2 1 2
r . r X.surjective homomorphism, where V M : V and V M : V forG i i G i i
 .i s 1, 2. Then Ker f fits into a short exact sequence of the form
0 ª V M X [ V M X ª Ker f [ projective ª M [ M ª 0. .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
By Theorem 16.6, we have
$ $1 1X XExt M , V M s Ext M , V M s 0. .  . .  .k G 1 2 k G 2 1
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So for some n G 0 we have
Ext1 Vn M , Vnq1 M X s Ext1 Vn M , Vnq1 M X s 0. .  .  .  . .  .k G 1 2 k G 2 1
It follows that the corresponding translate of the sequence
0 ª Vnq1 M X [ Vnq1 M X ª Vn Ker f [ projective .  .  .  . .1 2
ª Vn M [ Vn M ª 0 .  .1 2
n . nq1 X .splits as a direct sum of an extension of V M by V M and an1 1
n . nq1 X . n  ..extension of V M by V M . Thus V Ker f plus a projective2 2
module splits as a direct sum in the desired manner.
 .  .The proof that conditions iii and iv hold is similar.
18. EXAMPLES
We begin with an example which serves two purposes. First, it illustrates
the necessity for the full force of the definition of varieties for infinitely
w x r .generated modules for finite groups given in 6 , when defining V M inG
Section 15. Second, it shows that a periodic module of type FP for an`
LHF-group can have complexity 2, a phenomenon which does not occur in
the finite case.
Let G s Zr2 = Zr2 = Z, generated by commuting elements g and g1 2
of order 2 and g of infinite order. Then there is exactly one maximal3
 :finite elementary abelian subgroup, namely, E s g , g . Let k be an1 2
r r 2 .algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, so that V ( V ( A k . LetG E
 .M be the kG-module with k-basis elements x and y i g Z , and withi i
G-action given by
g x s x q y , g y s y , .  .1 i i i 1 i i
g x s x q y , g y s y , .  .2 i i iq1 2 i i
g x s x , g y s y . .  .3 i iq1 3 i iq1
Then M is generated as a kG-module by the basis element x . Since G is0
polycyclic by finite, it follows that kG is Noetherian, and M has type FP`
as a kG-module.
Let K be an algebraically closed extension of k of transcendence
 .  .degree at least 2. For l , l g K not both zero , set a s l g y 1 q1 2 1 1
 .  .  .l g y 1 g KE. Then a x s l y q l y while a y s 0. If l and2 2 i 1 i 2 iq1 i 1
l are both nonzero, then the restriction of M to the shifted subgroup2
 :1 q a : KE : K G has a free submodule of codimension 1, spanned by
 . ithe x and the elements  g y with  l rl g s 0. Furthermore,i i i i i 1 2 i
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 .K m M x is a direct sum of this submodule with the one-dimen-k 1qa :
 .sional submodule spanned by y . So K m M x is not free. On the0 k 1qa :
 .other hand, if either l or l is zero then K m M x is free.1 2 k 1qa :
r .It follows that V M is equal to the collection of all closed homoge-G
r r 2 .neous irreducible subvarieties of V ( V ( A k except for the two linesG E
through the origin corresponding to the two coordinate axes. This is not
r .equal to V N for any finitely generated kE-module N.E
To see that M is periodic of period 1, we notice that, using x as a0
generator for M, we have
M ( kGr g g y 1 y g y 1 . .  . .3 1 2
 .  .The ideal generated by g g y 1 y g y 1 in kG has a k-basis consist-3 1 2
X iq1 . i  . X i  .ing of the elements x s g g y 1 y g g y 1 and y s g g y 1i 3 1 3 2 i 3 1
 .g y 1 . These elements are acted on by G in exactly the same way as the2
basis elements x and y of M. So we have a short exact sequencei i
0 ª M ª kG ª M ª 0.
It follows that M has a free resolution of the follow form:
??? ª kG ª kG ª kG ª M ª 0.
 . r .In fact, if N is any module in Mod kG with V N equal to theG
collection of all closed homogeneous subvarieties of V r except for someG
nonempty collection of lines through the origin then N is eventually
1 .periodic of period 1. To see this, let 0 / z g H G, k be an element such
r . r r .that the line V z : V is not in V N . Then z is represented by aG G G
short exact sequence
0 ª k ª L ª k ª 0,
r .  r .4and we have V L s V z . Therefore, using Theorem 15.9, we haveG G
r .V L m N s B and so, by Theorem 15.2, L m N has finite projectiveG k k
dimension. So, for some r G 0, L m V rN is projective. The short exactk
sequence
0 ª V rN ª L m V rN ª V rN ª 0k
then shows that V rq1N ( V rN.
Our second example illustrates that Theorem 15.8 has some content. Let
G be a semidirect product E i Z, where E is an infinite elementary
 .abelian group i.e., an F -vector space with basis elements g , i g Z. Thep i
complementary copy of Z is generated by an element h which acts via
hg hy1 s g . Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p.i iq1
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Since G is finitely generated and solvable, it is in HF. Every finite
r r  :elementary abelian p-subgroup of G lies in E, and so V ( V r h . Here,G E
r  :V is an infinite dimensional affine space over k, and h ( Z permutesE
the basis elements simply transitively.
Given any finite collection A of finite elementary abelian p-subgroups
of G, there exists a finite subgroup E F E containing every element of A.0
Therefore, it follows from Theorem 15.8 that given any kG-module of type
FP , there exists a finite elementary abelian subgroup E F E such that` 0
r . r revery element of V M is contained in the image of V ª V . It seemsG E G0
unclear whether every kG-module of type FP is isomorphic to a module`
induced from some finite subgroup of G.
19. AN APPLICATION
 .The following theorem was proved by H.-W. Henn unpublished under
the assumption that G is in H F , using a modification of the techniques of1
w xQuillen 12 . Kropholler and Mislin have proved that an LHF-group of
type FP is necessarily in H F , so in fact the theorem is not new, but the` 1
proof certainly is.
THEOREM 19.1. Let G be an LHF-group of type FP . Then there are only`
finitely many conjugacy classes in G of finite elementary abelian subgroups.
Proof. For any collection A of finite elementary abelian subgroups of
 .G, we denote by C the thick subcategory of stmod ZG generated byA
modules induced from finitely generated modules for subgroups in A. It
follows from Theorem 12.1 that every module of type FP is in C for` A
some finite collection A. Choose a finite collection A such that the trivial0
ZG-module Z is in C . We claim that every finite elementary abelianA0
subgroup must be contained in some conjugate of some element of A .0
Suppose to the contrary that E is a finite elementary abelian p-subgroup
which is not contained in any element of A . It follows from Proposition0
w x4.3 of 7 that there is a finitely generated Z-free Z E-module U such that
U x is projective for all proper subgroups E9 - E, but U is not projectiveE9
Ã  . .so H* E, U / 0 . If k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p,
this is achieved by taking a module U such that k m U has as its rankZ
variety a line through the origin not contained in any hyperplane defined
over F .p
If N is a Z E -module with E g A then by Corollary 5.11 we have0 0 0
$ $U UGExt N ­ , Hom ZG , U ( Ext N , Hom ZG , U x . .  . .  .ZG Z E ZG Z E E0
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 .Now by the Mackey decomposition theorem, Hom ZG, U x is a directZ E E0
product of modules obtained by restricting U to a proper subgroup E9 and
E, then conjugating and inducing to E . Since U is projective, and an0 E9
arbitrary product of projective Z E-modules has projective dimension at$
most 1, we see that the above Ext group is zero. Since Z is in the thick
subcategory generated by such modules N ­G, it follows that$U   ..Ext Z, Hom ZG, U s 0. Again applying Corollary 5.11, we see thatZG Z E
Ã  .this implies that H* E, U s 0, contradicting the construction of U.
 .Remark 19.2 Kropholler . If G is an LHF-group of type FP then`
using Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 we have
$ $ $0 0 0
Q m Ext Z, Z ( Ext Z, Q ( Ext Q, Q s 0. .  .  .Z ZG ZG Q G
$0  .It follows that the identity element of Ext Z, Z has finite additive order,ZG
and this gives an upper bound for the orders of the finite subgroups of G. I
do not know whether there can be infinitely many conjugacy classes of
finite subgroups.
20. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS
1. Does Proposition 6.5 hold for non]countably presented mod-
ules? This does not seem to have any impact on the rest of this paper, but
seems to be an interesting question in its own right.
2. Does Theorem 6.6 hold for uncountably generated modules? If
so, then we can lift the countability hypothesis in Corollary 6.7, the
 . [definitions of StMod kG and E in Section 8 and Theorem 12.5.
3. It is tempting to speculate more generally that if G is a finite
group, k is a commutative ring of coefficients, and M is a flat kG-module,
then M is projective relative to the trivial subgroup. In other words, does
M flat imply that the natural map kG m M ª M splits?k
4. How generally does the second remark following Theorem 12.1
hold? In other words, are there coefficient rings other than a field, for
which the permutation modules on cosets of finite elementary abelian
 .subgroups always generate stmod kG ?
5. Is there a good theory of complexity in the context where the
coefficient ring is a commutative Noetherian ring of finite global dimen-
sion rather than a field?
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6. Is there an analog V for LHF-groups of the maximal idealG
 .spectrum V of the cohomology ring of a finite group H* G, k over aG
field k of characteristic p? This should have as its underlying topological
space the space V r constructed in Section 15.G
7. Let G be an LHF-group, let k be a field of characteristic p, and
 .let M be a kG-module of type FP . Is the Poincare series p t describedÂ` M
at the end of Section 16 equal to the power series expansion of a rational
function t?
r .8. What collections V M occur for modules M of type FP ?G `
9. In the second example discussed in Section 18, is every ZG-mod-
ule of type FP induced from some finite elementary abelian p-subgroup`
of G?
10. Can an LHF-group of type FP have infinitely many conjugacy`
classes of finite subgroups?
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